Angel of Greenwood
by Randi Pink
YF Pink
Angel and Isaiah share a hidden love for black literature, and now each other, when tragedy and triumph emerge during the Greenwood Massacre of Tulsa, Oklahoma.

The Enigma Game
by Elizabeth Wein
YF Wein
Working to support herself after the deaths of her parents, a teen in World War II Scotland crosses paths with a Royal Air Force volunteer and a squadron flight leader when she discovers an Enigma machine capable of translating German code.

Rebel Spy
by Veronica Rossi
YF Rossi
A reimagining of the story of a New York society girl-turned-Revolutionary War spy follows a young woman’s effort to pass herself off as a shipwreck victim before using her assumed identity to eavesdrop on British soldiers and convey important information to George Washington.

Kent State
by Deborah Wiles
YF Wiles
May 4, 1970. Kent State University. As protestors roil the campus, National Guardsmen are called in. In the chaos of what happens next, shots are fired, and four students are killed.

A Sitting in St. James
by Rita Williams-Garcia
YF Williams-Garcia
In 1860 Louisiana, 80-year-old Madame Sylvie decides to sit for a portrait, as horrific stories that span generations from the big house and the fields are revealed.

The Raven's Tale
by Cat Winters
YF Winters
Seventeen-year-old Edgar Poe’s plans to escape his foster family, begin classes at the prestigious new university, and marry his beloved Elmira Royster go awry when a macabre Muse appears with a request.

Thirteen Doorways, Wolves Behind Them All
by Laura Ruby
YF Ruby
Abandoned in a Depression-era Chicago orphanage with her sister, a young woman endures injustice, poverty, and violence while struggling to survive in the years leading up to World War II.

The Fountains of Silence
by Ruta Sepetys
YF Sepetys
At the Castellana Hilton in 1957 Madrid, 18-year-old Daniel Matheson connects with Ana Moreno through photography and fate as Daniel discovers the incredibly dark side of the city under Generalissimo Franco’s rule.
Lovely War
by Julie Berry
Immortals Ares and Aphrodite are caught by the latter’s jealous husband before she defends her actions by imparting the tale of four young humans who became connected during World War I.

Inventing Victoria
by Tonya Bolden
Trapped between the life she dreams of and the reality of post-Reconstruction Savannah, a young black woman with a troubled past is made over by a wealthy, cultured sponsor who opens doors to the upper echelons of black society in Washington, D.C.

Freedom Swimmer
by Wai Chim
When a group of city boys comes to the village as part of a Communist Party re-education program, Ming and his friends aren’t sure what to make of the new arrivals.

Spindle and Dagger
by J. Anderson Coats
Spinning a lie about her connection to a protective saint to survive the raider attack that ended her sisters’ lives, Elen cautiously submits to life beside her abuser until an attack by a rival clan threatens to expose her deception.

Walls
by Laura Elliott
In the days before the treacherous overnight raising of the Berlin Wall, teenaged cousins Drew, an American army brat in West Berlin, and Matthias, a young communist in East Berlin, become wary friends on opposite sides of the Cold War.

These Violent Delights
by Chloe Gong
Set in 1920s Shanghai, a reimagining of Romeo and Juliet follows the star-crossed romance of a flapper-turned-gang leader who must set aside her prejudices to work beside a rival to protect their city from territorial gangsters.

My Calamity Jane
by Cynthia Hand
Wild Bill’s Traveling Show performer Calamity Jane incurs a suspicious bite in the wake of a garou hunt gone wrong before seeking a cure in Deadwood, where she encounters a life-threatening surprise.

They Went Left
by Monica Hesse
Germany, 1945. Three years ago, Zofia Lederman and her younger brother, Abek, were the only members of their family to be sent to the right, away from the gas chambers of Auschwitz-Birkenau.

When the World Was Ours
by Liz Kessler
Torn apart by the historical events leading up to World War II, three friends from 1936 Vienna are scattered to different countries as darkness spreads throughout Europe, impacting their families and their bonds with each other.

Luck of the Titanic
by Stacey Lee
Stowing away aboard the Titanic on its ill-fated maiden voyage when her British-Chinese heritage bars her from joining her twin in America, a young acrobat struggles to hide and then survive when the unthinkable happens.

Hood
by Jenny Elder Moke
Arrested by royal soldiers, a girl raised within the sheltered walls of a convent is targeted by ruthless King John’s right-hand enforcer before her mother sends her to seek help from the father she has never met, Robin Hood.

The Perfect Place to Die
by Bryce Moore
To find her sister Ruby, Zuretta arrives in Chicago and takes a job at the very same hotel where Ruby last worked, which pits her against one of the most infamous mass murderers in American history—and his custom-built death trap.